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1. Introduction and Assembly System
Description

The Langley Research Center conducted a research
program to develop methodologies for automated in-
space assembly of large truss structures. Such structures
have been proposed for orbiting and lunar antennae,
orbiting platforms, and aerobrakes (refs. 1 and 2). In
addition, many proposed lunar missions include large
structures that would be viable candidates for assembly,
such as the large lunar telescope (ref. 3). Within the
Automated Structures Assembly Laboratory (ASAL), a
regular tetrahedral truss structure has been assembled,
using a specialized end-effector mounted on an industrial
robot.

This paper describes the operation of the guidance
algorithms used in the ASAL during automated strut
installation. The algorithms and strategies provide a sig-
nificant improvement in system robustness yet are simple
to implement. Details of problems encountered during
the algorithm development and their solutions are dis-
cussed. The paper concludes by identifying areas avail-
able for further investigation.

1.1. Facility Description and Background

The ASAL, depicted in figure 1, includes three
motion bases, an industrial robot, a special purpose end-
effector, and surveillance cameras. The truss structure is
assembled on a rotary motion base, visible in the center
of the figure, that presents the unfinished portion of the
structure to the robot. The robot, on the right of the fig-
ure, rides on two linear motion bases that position it for
strut installation. The robot is a commercially available
six-degree-of-freedom manipulator arm with a 60-in.

reach and a 30-lb payload capacity. No custom modifica-
tions of the robot were required to support assembly
operations. A special purpose end-effector was designed
to insert and secure a truss member into the structure.
This specially designed end-effector is symmetric about
its center. Figure 2 shows the left side of the end-effector.
During the assembly process, the end-effector uses
receptacle fingers to grasp the structure so that a strut can
be inserted and secured to a receptacle (fig. 3). Refer-
ence 1 provides further details about the assembly system
components and process.

Automated assembly operations initially used taught
paths for robot motion during hardware and assembly
validation tests. The paths are taught by manually posi-
tioning the robot in a desired configuration, which is
stored. Then the robot is repositioned, and the new con-
figuration is stored. This process is repeated until the
sequence of configurations, or path, is created. The path
is then given a name for later execution. When the path is
executed, the robot moves through each configuration
sequentially, linearly interpolating between the specified
configurations.

Taught paths were successful because position errors
were consistent in the laboratory environment. Although
large variations experienced in the ground test are not
expected in space because of the absence of gravity, the
strut separation distance is expected to vary randomly
because of slight differences in the strut lengths, small
misalignments in the truss hardware, slight differences in
joint locking torque, and random vibrations. A viable
automated system must be capable of identifying and
locating certain features on the structure to be used as
reference points for guiding the robot and end-effector
into position for strut installation. The robot motions
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Figure 1.  Automated Structures Assembly Laboratory.
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Figure 2.  Close-up of left side of strut end-effector.
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would be performed in three segments, as shown in fig-
ure 4, each with a different mode of control. These seg-
ments are

1. Gross motions between the storage tray and the
vision approach point (VAP) would follow a
collision-free path generated by an automatic path
planner, based on geometric models of the robot
and structure.

2. From the VAP, machine vision would be used to
guide the end-effector to a point where the structure
can be grasped by the receptacle fingers.

3. Finally, force-torque feedback would be used for
final, precise alignment in preparation for strut
insertion.

1.2. Truss Hardware and Passive Vision Targets

The automated assembly system can be configured
to construct planar structures or beam structures. In con-
trast to other designs (ref. 4), the structures are based
on a generic locking mechanism that makes it possible
to replace individual elements in the structure with-
out impacting the surrounding elements. This paper
focuses on construction of the planar geometry,

composed of 102 struts, that forms a structure 8 m in
diameter.

Figure 3 shows the hardware used to assemble the
truss structure. The nodes are used to position the recep-
tacles to form a specific structural geometry. The recep-
tacles include an alignment groove that is grasped by the
end-effector’s receptacle fingers to fix the end-effector
position during strut installation. In addition, the recepta-
cle forms half of the joint used to secure the struts within
the structure. The other half of the joint, which is affixed
to the strut, includes a locking nut that is actuated by the
nut driver on the end-effector (fig. 2) to secure the joint.
The alignment and grasp adapter (fig. 3) is shaped to
maintain the strut in a precise location and orientation
when grasped by the strut holder (fig. 2). A detailed
description of the truss hardware appears in reference 1.

The vision system consists of a miniature charge-
coupled device (CCD) video camera and five lights
contained in a compact housing mounted on the end-
effector. The vision system’s targets, used to locate the
receptacles, are mounted at the base of the receptacles
(fig. 3). Details of the vision system and pattern recogni-
tion algorithms appear in reference 5.

Figure 3.  Truss structure hardware.
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1.3. Automated Assembly Operations

Assembly begins at the center of the structure and
moves radially outward. A script specifying the order of
strut installation defines the assembly sequence. The
script executes on an executive computer, which coordi-
nates the operation of special-purpose computers used
during assembly. One computer is dedicated to motion
base positioning, another to image processing, and the
third to end-effector monitoring and control (ref. 6).

To begin installation of a strut, the robot acquires the
strut from its known location in the storage tray posi-
tioned behind the robot (fig. 4). The strut is grasped by
strut holders that close on the alignment and grasp adapt-
ers affixed to the strut. The motion bases are then posi-
tioned so that the robot can reach the strut installation
location in the structure. The robot moves along a pre-
determined installation path to the VAP, located approxi-
mately 12 in. from the intended installation point in the
structure. From the VAP, vision-based guidance algo-
rithms direct the robot to a point where the structure may
be grasped for strut insertion.

Vision-based guidance algorithms compensate for
inaccuracies in the geometric model of the structural
assembly system that prevent strut installation based
solely on preplanned paths. In ground tests within the
ASAL, model inaccuracies are dominated by the gravity-

induced deflections and absolute positioning errors
inherent in the robot. These large deflections produce a
much more challenging guidance task than is expected to
be encountered in the space environment.

2. Path Description

Within the ASAL an automated path-generation sys-
tem plans a path from the storage tray to the strut instal-
lation location (fig. 4), based on predetermined motion
base positions and an ideal kinematic model of the struc-
ture. Predetermined motion base positions are used
because the current path planner only plans a path for the
robot. Although the path planner plans a complete path
from the strut storage location to the strut installation
location to verify that the robot can reach the installation
location, only the portion from strut storage location to
the VAP is actually followed. In this region the path is
sufficiently far from the structure so that the robot will
not collide with deflected struts. The kinematic models
of the structure and robot do not include the effects of
phenomena, such as gravity deflection, that are of suffi-
cient magnitude to prevent successful strut insertion
based on preplanned paths alone.

The VAP was determined experimentally, based on
a combination of target pose-estimation accuracy, cam-
era field-of-view requirements, and robot joint limits. At

Figure 4.  Facility side view depicting strut installation path.
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the VAP, the machine vision system processes a video
image to determine the target’s location and orientation
relative to a known frame on the camera (ref. 6). This
process is called pose estimation. The pose information
is used to guide the robot to the strut installation position.

During assembly, a strut is installed into either one
or two receptacles. Installation into two receptacles can
be divided into three scenarios, based on the initial recep-
tacle separation in the insertion plane. The insertion
plane for a specified strut is defined as the plane contain-
ing the centerline of the installed strut and the normals
from the centers of the two targets it connects. The three
scenarios are (1) receptacle separation distance is equal
to the end-effector length, which allows simultaneous
capture of both receptacles, (2) receptacle separation dis-
tance is greater than the end-effector length, and
(3) receptacle separation distance is less than the end-
effector length.

Assembly begins with three nodes preattached to the
top of the rotary motion base. The first three struts are
installed between these fixed nodes (fig. 5) by direct end-
effector insertion. Figure 5 depicts the view from the
robot after the motion bases have been positioned for
strut installation.

 The next strut to be installed has the top center node
preattached and is installed into a single node. This strut
is installed in a cantilevered position, as indicated in
figure 6.

The fifth strut is installed in the position indicated in
figure 7, which shows an example of the most difficult
installation scenario. In this situation the weight of the
top center node has deflected the cantilevered strut down

so that the receptacle separation distance is less than end-
effector length. The deflected or unattached receptacle
must be moved to allow end-effector entry; therefore,
the guidance routine must know which receptacle is
movable.

After three more struts have been installed, the
installation situation shown in figure 8 occurs. In this
scenario the cantilevered strut has deflected such that theFigure 5.  Strut installation allowing direct end-effector insertion.
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receptacle separation is greater than the end-effector
length. The deflected receptacle must be captured and
pulled so that the other receptacle can be captured.
Again, the guidance routine requires knowledge of which
receptacle can be moved.

3. Hardware Details Affecting Receptacle
Capture

The position accuracy required from the vision sys-
tem pose-estimation algorithm is governed by the recep-
tacle capture zone (fig. 9). The receptacle capture zone is
determined by a combination of the receptacle vee-
groove width and the receptacle finger opening. The tip-
to-tip (Z-axis) clearance of the receptacle fingers is
1.75in. Because a receptacle is 0.75 in. in diameter at the
base of the vee groove, there is a 0.5-in. error margin in
the Z-direction before contact is made. The receptacle
fingers have been designed with chamfered tips that
increase the effective capture zone by±0.3 in. The fin-
gers tend to slide on the circular cross section of the
receptacle when contact is made. Thus, the total error
margin along theZ-axis is±0.8 in.

Figure 8.  Strut installation requiring movement of cantilevered
member inward.
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(b)  Front view of receptacle and receptacle fingers.

Figure 9.  Receptacle capture zone. Dimensions are in inches.
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The X-axis capture zone of the receptacle fingers is
1.25 in. long, providing an error margin of±0.25 in.
before contact is made. As mentioned previously, the
chamfered fingers and circular cross section of the recep-
tacle increase the effective capture zone by±0.3 in. for a
total capture zone of±0.55 in. along theX-axis. Along
the Y-axis, the receptacle vee-groove provides a total
capture zone of 0.5 in., which provides an error margin
of ±0.25 in.

Therefore, for successful capture of the strut from
the final pose-estimation position, experience with the
receptacle hardware shows that the pose estimator
mustprovide information accurate to±0.8 in. in the
Z-direction,±0.55 in. in theX-direction, and±0.25 in. in
theY-direction.

A trade-off exists between camera field of view and
pose-estimation accuracy. In general, as long as the tar-
get is visible, a smaller field of view provides better
pose-estimation accuracy because the target (fig. 10)
appears larger on the camera image plane. The cameras
used in the system, which were selected based on size
and electrical requirements, support 6-mm and 12-mm
lenses. The 12-mm lens was selected to achieve the
requiredX-axis accuracy of±0.55 in. Figure 11 shows
the camera field of view from the VAP. The tool frame,
which is the control reference frame used to specify robot
motions, is located between the receptacle fingers at the
center of the end-effectorY-axis (fig. 12).

The angular information from the pose-estimation
process was unusable. Figures 13 through 15 are plots of
the pose-estimator response during a typical series of
installations, one plot per axis. Each plot contains two
data series. The top series of data corresponds to the

range, orX-axis distance data scaled according to the
vertical axis on the right, and indicates that this data
series encompasses five approaches from the VAP. The
bottom data series represents the angular information for
the specified axis. The maximum yaw and roll magni-
tudes were expected to be on the order of 5°, tending
toward 0° as the approach progressed. Because of the
guidance scheme to be discussed in section 6, the pitch
angle was expected to begin at approximately 5° and
increase to 15° as the approach progressed. As the plots
show, the angular information far exceeds these expected
bounds and appears almost random.

Figure 10.  Target geometry. Dimensions are in inches.
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The angular errors from a single target may be sig-
nificantly reduced by shape restoration functions that
force the target features to conform to the known geome-
try. These algorithms are being considered but are not
currently in use during assembly operations. Also, alter-
nate target geometries that accentuate the angular errors
merit investigation. In contrast to the angular estimation,
the translational estimation is very good, consistently
falling within ±0.25 in. along all three axes (ref. 6). Thus,

the estimation error can be tolerated by the limiting posi-
tional error margin of±0.25 in. along theY-axis.

Comparison of the translational errors to these error
margins seems to indicate that the higher accuracy result-
ing from use of the 12-mm lens is not required. However,
a few effects that are difficult to quantify reduce the error
margins significantly. First, variations in target fabrica-
tion result in slight errors in apparent dot locations.

Figure 12.  Configuration requiring yaw correction based onX-axis or range distances.

Figure 13.  Pitch angle from pose estimator.
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Figure 14.  Yaw angle from pose estimator.

Figure 15.  Roll angle from pose estimator.
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Second, during operations, the off-axis lighting from the
vision system causes shadows, resulting in apparent
shifts of the dot centroid locations. These two errors
affect the accuracy of the pose-estimation algorithm. The
third and most significant factor results from absolute
positioning errors of the robot because of end-effector
compliance. As will be discussed in section 5, a number
of maneuvers are made while pulling a captured strut.
These maneuvers exert loads on the end-effector and
cause the robot wrist to roll, which must be accommo-
dated by the capture-error margins.

4. Alignment Calculations

When a single target is available, only translation
corrections can be made. These corrections are calcu-
lated with the information from the camera with the tar-
get in view, i.e.,

xcorrection= xleft or xright

ycorrection= yleft or yright

zcorrection= zleft or zright

 Usually targets are visible at both ends of the end-
effector. Based on the relative location of two targets, the
location and orientation of the end-effector can be cor-
rected in five of six axes. Translation corrections inX, Y,
and Z are determined by averaging the corrections
required to align with each target individually. Thus,

xcorrection= 0.5(xleft + xright)

ycorrection= 0.5(yleft + yright)

zcorrection= 0.5(zleft + zright)

Roll correction is determined by the relative distance
of the targets above the receptacle finger centerline, and
yaw is corrected by using the difference in range of the
two targets from the end-effector. Pitch cannot be cor-
rected because location of the targets does not provide
enough information. Two target locations define only a
line between the goal receptacles, whereas three target
locations are required to fully locate the insertion plane.
Successful installation relies on the calculated starting
position being within the 2° mating tolerance of the truss
joint. Pitch correction was not anticipated to be required
because the pitch angle is maintained by the previous
connections within the partially assembled structure. In
addition, because of the symmetry of the struts and
nodes, pitch is not affected by the gravity deflections.

If one considers figure 12, yaw correction may be
calculated by

Yaw = tan−1[(xright − xleft)/target_separation]

If xleft < xright, the yaw correction required is positive, as
shown; otherwise, it is negative. Roll correction can be
determined from the relative position of the left and right
targets (fig. 16). Roll correction is calculated using a sim-
ilar formula

Roll = tan−1[(zleft − zright)/target_separation]

With the corrections discussed, the robot is guided
close to the final strut insertion location, as described in
section 5. Note that, when installing a strut into a single
target, no angular information is required. The geometric
model of the structure is sufficiently accurate to orient
the end-effector correctly because the single node is
always firmly supported and any gravity deflections are
negligible.

Figure 16.  Situation requiring roll correction.
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5. Vision Guidance

The guidance task is broken into two stages. The
first stage, or approach stage, uses the location of the
available targets to align the end-effector close to the
final insertion position. During this maneuver, the targets
are maintained within the field of view of the vision
camera.

To begin the second stage, or grasp stage, the loca-
tions of the visible targets are stored. Then the end-
effector is maneuvered to capture the structure recepta-
cles in preparation for strut installation. During capture
maneuvers, the targets are no longer visible; the maneu-
ver is based solely on the initial stored locations.

5.1. Approach

As detailed in section 4, the Langley vision system
provides relative position information necessary to guide
the robot to the structure goal frame in preparation for
strut insertion. Figure 17 depicts the node and end-
effector geometry viewed from behind the robot, looking
toward the structure. At the top of the figure, two nodes
are shown, each containing a receptacle with an attached
target. In a view of the actual structure, additional struts
would be attached to the node, but they were omitted
from the figure for clarity. At the bottom of the figure,
the end-effector and the camera housing outline are
shown. To provide a clear view of the target, the robot is

directed along a path parallel to the insertion plane, as
shown in figure 18. The path is 3.8 in. below the inser-
tion plane to provide a 1.5-in. clearance between the
camera housing and potentially preinstalled struts. In fig-
ure 17, the most troublesome of the possible preinstalled
struts are shown connected at the center of each node,
and thus, project out of the page, obstructing direct end-
effector entry.

The most common scheme is to direct the robot to a
position where the end-effector is either centered relative
to two receptacles or aligned with a single receptacle.
From the VAP (location A in fig. 18), the vision system
directs the robot to move the end-effector toward the
structure in a series of steps from location A toward loca-
tion E. After completion of each step, the camera images
of the targets are processed and an appropriate maneuver
is formulated. As the end-effector is maneuvered in, the
robot is directed to pitch the end-effector to maintain the
target within the field of view of the camera. The total
pitch accumulated is stored and later removed during the
final move from E to the goal frame. The series of steps
brings the end-effector tool frame to a distance of 5.75 in.
from the final grasp position. This distance was selected
to provide sufficient clearance for aY-offset maneuver
(section 5.2) used during installation of a strut when the
node separation distance does not allow direct end-
effector entry.After reaching pose E, the target images

Figure 17.  Generic installation geometry viewed from behind robot. Dimensions are in inches.
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are processed a final time, and the location of each target
is stored.

5.2. Grasp Sequence

The objective in the final grasp sequence is to move
the end-effector tool frame from position E to the goal
frame. During the move, the receptacles of preinstalled
nodes are captured in preparation for installation of the
strut carried by the end-effector.

When sufficient clearance is available for end-
effector entry, the end-effector is moved into the inser-
tion plane by removing the accumulated pitch and trans-
lating in the Z-direction. Then the end-effector is
translated along theX-axis to capture the receptacles.

When the node separation is greater than the end-
effector length, the guidance routine requires information
regarding receptacle and node mobility so that the mov-
able receptacle is captured first. The robot is directed to
translate parallel to theY-axis to align the end-effector
with the movable receptacle, based on the stored location
information. The receptacle fingers open, and the robot is
directed to move forward to position the movable recep-
tacle within the capture envelope of the receptacle fin-
gers. Then the fingers close to capture the movable
receptacle. Next, force-torque information from a wrist-
mounted force-torque system is used to relieve roll loads
induced by slight misalignments with the captured recep-
tacle. The robot is then directed to move halfway in the
Y-direction toward the fixed receptacle, where force-
torque information is used again to relieve loads induced
by the translation. The loads result from movement of the

movable receptacle (fig. 19). In the figure, the movable
receptacle on the left has been captured by the end-
effector and is pulled toward the fixed receptacle on the
right. As the robot moves in a straight line toward the
fixed receptacle, the movable receptacle sweeps an arc as
it pivots about the attached end. The motion of the mov-
able receptacle along the arc induces a roll about the
robot wrist. This roll twists the end-effector out of posi-
tion so that it is unable to grasp the fixed receptacle. The
twist is relieved by directing the robot to roll the wrist,
using torque information from the wrist-mounted force-
torque sensor. Then the robot is directed to continue
along the straight line to position the fixed receptacle
within the capture envelope of the remaining open recep-
tacle fingers. The receptacle fingers are closed to com-
plete the capture sequence.

Figure 18.  Approach sequence under vision guidance. Dimensions are in inches.
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The most difficult scenario occurs when clearance
between the two receptacles to be captured is not suffi-
cient for end-effector entry. The movable node must be
captured and pushed away from the fixed node until suf-
ficient clearance is available for end-effector entry. Thus,
there must be a space adjacent to the fixed node into
which the end-effector may protrude while the movable
node is being captured. Because the approach to the goal
frame is from within the structure, an unobstructed
region or access way always exists between previously
installed struts. Figure 20 depicts a side view looking
from the center of the end-effector toward the left node,
which corresponds to position E in figure 18. The end-
effector goal frame is shown at the center of the node.
The possible existence of the horizontal strut, shown at
the top of the figure, constrains the end-effector lateral
(Y-axis) motions. However, an open triangular region
formed by the preinstalled struts (fig. 20) always exists
that provides sufficient clearance for lateral motion of the
end-effector. The lateral motion is used to capture the
movable receptacle and push it into position for strut
installation. The capture scenario follows:

1. The robot translates the end-effector in Y, which
appears to move into the page in figure 20, through

the access way to line up with and capture the mov-
able receptacle.

2. The end-effector is moved out of the access way,
while pushing the movable receptacle to increase
node separation.

3. The end-effector is moved into the strut insertion
plane to capture the remaining receptacle.

Figure 21 depicts a two-node capture, where the
separation distance is less than the length of the end-
effector. The goal strut installation position is designated
by a dotted line. In figure 21(a), key components of the
facility are shown for reference. Figure 21(b) is a close-
up view that shows the insertion plane. The insertion
plane, a critical reference feature, is used to explain the
end-effector maneuvers.

Figure 22 depicts the seven maneuvers used to cap-
ture the receptacles and position the end-effector for strut
installation when the receptacle separation distance
prevents direct end-effector entry. The bold lines corre-
spond to a line between the receptacle fingers passing
through the tool frame. The dashed line is the goal posi-
tion for strut installation. The insertion plane is shown
for reference.

Figure 20.  Side view of insertion geometry.
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Position 1, shown at the bottom in figure 22, corre-
sponds to the end-effector position E in figure 18. The
left receptacle in figure 22 corresponds to the movable
receptacle D in figure 21, whereas the right receptacle in
figure 22 corresponds to the fixed receptacle C in fig-
ure21. Following the steps shown in figure 22 the cap-
ture maneuver proceeds, moving from

1 to 2 Remove accumulated pitch and move end-
effector right into access way to enable cap-
ture of left receptacle.

2 to 3 Roll about right end (R) to bring left recepta-
cle fingers into the insertion plane.

3 to 4 Open left receptacle fingers and yaw about
right end (R) to position left receptacle fingers
for capture of left receptacle. Note that the left
receptacle fingers remain in the insertion
plane during this maneuver. Close left recep-
tacle fingers to capture left receptacle.

4 to 5 Move left receptacle fingers parallel to goal
position to pull right side of end-effector out
of the access way.

Figure 21.  Insertion plane location for example capture maneuver. Strut separation less than end-effector length.
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5 to 6 Open right receptacle fingers and bring them
into the insertion plane by rolling about cap-
tured left receptacle (D).

6 to 7 Yaw about left receptacle (D) to position right
receptacle fingers for capture of right recepta-
cle. Finally, close right receptacle fingers to
capture right receptacle and complete the
maneuver.

6. System Verification and Manual Override
Support

The automated assembly system monitors the suc-
cess of all strut installation operations. For example,
prior to closing the receptacle fingers to capture a node
receptacle, the receptacle presence cross-fire sensors
shown in figure 9 verify that the receptacle is within the
capture envelope. If the receptacle is not within the cap-
ture envelope, the system requests manual assistance to
reposition the receptacle fingers. If the repositioning also
fails to locate the receptacle correctly, the operator may
elect to abort the operation. If the operator aborts the
operation, the system releases any captured receptacles
and moves directly back to the VAP, where the operator
is given the opportunity to reinitiate machine-vision
guidance or abort the entire installation.

In addition, the operator can suspend system opera-
tion at any time. With the system suspended, the operator
may request additional status information, abort the cur-
rent operation, or override faulty sensor readings.

In extreme situations, the operator may be requested
to manually direct the robot’s motion; for example, when
target identification has failed. To date, target identifica-
tion failure occurred only when the illumination system
on the end-effector failed, but the possibility requires that
a remote manual backup mode be supported. In the
remote manual mode, the operator positions a graphical
target overlay over a digitized target image, thus per-
forming the target identification function. This informa-
tion is then used to guide the end-effector.

7. Operational Experience

During development of the guidance routine, several
problems were encountered. First, multiple targets in the
proper orientation to satisfy the target identification algo-
rithm may be visible, depending on the geometry. Fig-
ure 17 shows an example where two receptacles are visi-
ble on opposite sides of the target node. Depending on
which end-effector camera is being used, the target clos-
est to the end-effector midpoint is selected. This informa-
tion is stored in the assembly system database. In this
situation, if only one target is located in the field of view
of the camera, there is no way to determine if the correct

Figure 22.  Capture maneuver. Strut separation less than end-effector length.
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target has been located. Thus, when two targets should be
visible, as indicated by the executive database, and only
one target is located, the system requests operator con-
firmation. Further marking on the targets could elimi-
nate this problem and relieve the need for the database
information.

A second problem involves the intensity of the artifi-
cial lighting. One light level was assumed to be sufficient
for locating the targets throughout the 12- to 5.75-in.
range. This assumption, however, was not valid. Lights
sufficiently bright to illuminate the target at 12 in. satu-
rate the camera CCD pixel elements and cause the target
dots to blur and bleed together at 5.75 in. Use of variable
intensity lighting solves the problem. Thus, as the end-
effector moves closer to the insertion position, the light
intensity is reduced.

A third problem involves initial target identification.
In some instances, one of two expected targets is not
located because it is either not within the field of view of
the camera or not sufficiently illuminated. To locate the
second target, a search is implemented about the first tar-
get found. After positioning the appropriate end of the
end-effector over the located target, a roll search begins
in 1° increments up to±3°. If the target still is not
located, the end-effector is yawed 1° to expand the field
of view outward, and the roll search is repeated. The
entire cycle is repeated until the robot has yawed 3°. To
date, the search algorithm has located all targets not orig-
inally visible from the VAP.

The fourth problem involves the target construction.
The targets were initially formed by laminating an alumi-
num backing, reflective tape, and flat black mask. How-
ever, because of incidental contact, an occasional target
mask would be misaligned. To correct this problem, the
target mask is extended and rolled back over the alumi-
num backing (fig. 23). This change eliminates the prob-
lem of shifting masks.

Placement of the vision system above the end-
effector centerline was necessary in this application.
However, this placement significantly complicated
development of the guidance algorithms andshould be

avoided in future applications. Likewise, video from the
vision system would have been considerably more useful
if it gave a clear view of the final approach.

Ideally, the camera should be centered on the target
at all times, but as a minimum, the target should be visi-
ble during the receptacle capture operation. Maintaining
target visibility produces several desirable results. First,
the field of view needed to track the target is minimized,
thereby increasing the pose-estimation accuracy. Second,
maintaining target visibility allows continuous adjust-
ment until the receptacle is captured, which simplifies
the control design. Third, and most important, the ability
to continuously adjust counteracts errors caused by end-
effector compliance as a captured strut is being pulled
into position.

8. Preliminary Results

During tests, the system successfully guided recepta-
cle capture in all cases. In fact, because of the success of
the system, all taught paths have been discarded in favor
of calculated paths as a first step toward an automated
path-planner interface. The calculated paths include the
VAP as a subgoal that positions the cameras 1.5 in. from
the expected strut insertion plane and 12 in. from the
final insertion position. This location corresponds to
poseA in figure 18 and provides a field-of-view area of
approximately 10 in. about the expected receptacle loca-
tion. This initial location has been sufficient to allow
acquisition of at least one target and to counteract all
deflections and misalignments caused by gravity and
robot inaccuracies. When two targets should be visible
but only one is located, the search algorithm always suc-
cessfully located the second target.

9. Areas for Future Work

Work to improve the angular information from the
targets is needed. The most promising techniques use
nonplanar targets to accentuate the angular errors. Also,
additional work is required on target patterns that allow
the system to determine whether the proper target has
been located when two targets are within the field of
view of a single camera.

The search algorithm used to locate targets initially
may be expanded to include a pitch search for added
robustness. However, the robot cannot perform pitch
adjustments in all cases because of robot wrist-pitch lim-
itations. The possibility of a pitch limitation implies that
the search would require knowledge of the robot configu-
ration or, preferably, a more robust planning algorithm
that guarantees sufficient pitch range at the VAP.Figure 23.  Cross section of target through center.
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The overall speed of the vision-path segment could
be improved by using a tracking approach rather than
the current incremental step approach. The tracking
approach is a straightforward enhancement because all
image processing can be performed on captured images
as the robot moves the end-effector.

The guidance algorithms may also be applied to
other assembly operations, such as the acquisition of
struts from the trays.

10. Concluding Remarks

Use of a vision system to provide final guidance for
receptacle capture has significantly improved the reli-
ability and robustness of the Automated Structural
Assembly system. The vision system represents a signifi-
cant step in the development of a flight-ready system
because it allows robot motions to be planned and veri-
fied by an automated path planner. Modeling inaccura-
cies are automatically compensated for at run time by the
vision guidance system, which allows arbitrary structures
to be confidently built without large-scale verification
models. Hardware test facilities will be required only for
a limited subset of the structure to verify models, hard-
ware connection techniques, and system software.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
June 20, 1996
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